
15-488 Spring ’20 - Homework 1

A Classification task:

from data ingestion to model selection and testing

OUT: Feb 9, 2020 - DUE: Feb 19, 2020, 11:55pm

Instructions

The total number of points available from the questions is 110, where 10 points are bonus
points (i.e., you only need 100 points to get the maximum grade).

By the due date, you have to submit on Autolab:

• The notebook classifier_hw1.ipynb addressing the steps described in the Classification task sec-
tion.

• The file classifier.py with the code of the python function trained_classifier(test_file) that
returns the accuracy of your selected classifier model on an input testing dataset.

You can make a maximum of 5 submission attempts.
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1 Classification task

Problem 1.1: (110 points)

Your dataset is stored in the file classification_training_hw1.csv, which contains labeled training
data in CSV format, with a comma separator. The data labels are in the last column of the file.

Data features are all numeric and four-dimensional, i.e., a feature vector x belongs to R4.
Labels are also numeric.

The task is to find a good classifier for the data. Given that so far we only have considered the
use of k-Nearest Neighbor as a classifier, you must restrict your quest for a good classifier to k-NN
models (i.e., selecting the best k and/or playing with the weight parameter of the model).

The performance on a test set, which you don’t have access to, will be used to score your selected
model.

With the goal of finding a good classifier, you have to perform a number of sub-tasks and report
your code and discussions in a Jupyter notebook. Keep in mind that the notebook represents your
report for this homework. This means that the notebook has to: (i) address the questions listed
below including the code used to programmatically obtain the required data for the answers, (ii)
feature ample comments, graphs, and discussions to illustrate and explain the step-by-step process
that you have followed from reading the data to selecting a final model for classification.

* You should think of the notebook as the report that you have to submit to the stakeholder who
employed you to discover an effective way for classifying the given data. You have to convince
your stakeholder presenting your logical steps, data, and results in a way which is clear, sound, and
appealing in terms of visualizations and text formatting.

Actions to take and questions to address, one-by-one, in the notebook, using code, plots, and text:

1. 4 points Data ingestion. Read the data file using Pandas.

2. 5 points Data inspection. Inspect the data using Pandas methods (in particular, you can
make use of the describe() method that provides a quantitative summary of useful information).

3. 7 points Data inspection. Make a histogram of the values of each feature. Report the his-
tograms in a single plot with multiple subplots.

4. 4 points Annotate observations. Describe and comment the data (number of examples,
number of features, value range of each feature, properties of the distribution of the values for
each feature, values of the labels).

5. 4 points Example. Provide a reasonable example of a real-world scenario from where the data
could have been generated.

6. 4 points Check data. Check the presence of non-numeric (NaN) entries in the data. Program-
matically, report how non-numeric entries are present, in total, and how they are distributed
across the data entries.

7. 5 points Clean data. In the case of non-numeric entries, you have to take action (again,
programmatically, not manually!). In general, a non-numeric entry can either be removed from
the dataset, or set to a ’reasonable’ value. Let’s adopt the second approach. A reasonable value
can be defined in many different ways (e.g., some standard constant value, interpolating between
the previous and the next values, and so on). In this case we adopt the following approach.
For each data column i where a non-numeric entry is present (e.g., at a row j), compute the
average value ci all the entries of the column. Substitute all the NaN values in the column with
the column average ci.
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8. 6 points EDA by Visualization. Now, you have a clean dataset. Plot the data to perform
some further visual analysis. You can choose between plotting all 2-dimensional scatter plots
for two features (all in a single plot with subplots), or making two 3-dimensional scatter plots,
one with features (0, 1, 2) and the other with features (1, 2, 3). You can either use matplotlib

or seaborn.

A quite self-explanatory example of how to make a 3-dimensional scatter plot with matplotlib
is given below.

from mpl_toolkits.mplot3d import Axes3D

plot3d = Axes3D(plt.figure ()) # get handler for a 3d figure plot

# the view point , elevation and azimuth angles

plot3d.view_init(elev =20., azim =45)

plot3d.set_xlabel(’x’)

plot3d.set_ylabel(’y’)

plot3d.set_zlabel(’z’)

# Data for three -dimensional scattered points (making a noisy spiral)

zdata = 15 * np.random.random (100)

xdata = np.sin(zdata) + 0.1 * np.random.randn (100)

ydata = np.cos(zdata) + 0.1 * np.random.randn (100)

plot3d.scatter3D(xdata , ydata , zdata , c=zdata , cmap=’Greens ’);

9. 6 points Remove redundancies. One of the features in the dataset has little or no correlation
to the labels. This means that the feature data can be safely removed from the dataset when
training the classifier.

Identify the feature that can be removed and don’t use it in the further steps below. To identify
the feature, you should try out different feature combinations and use cross-validation to assess
classification performance. Everything must be done programmatically.

10. 4 points Explain. Explain the procedure that yo have followed to identify the unnecessary
feature.

11. 7 points Make hypothesis, fit models, estimate errors. Now you have clean data and only
the features that are really necessary and useful for learning. It’s time to make model hypothesis!
Fit different k-NN models to the data. Use Cross-Validation to estimate the generalization error
of each candidate model.

12. 4 points Plot error estimates. Plot the results of the Cross-Validation analysis (possibly
using boxplots, using a different boxplot for summarizing the data of each different model).

13. 5 points Find reasons of bad performance. Looking at the results, the generalization error
might result relatively bad. This is due to the complexity of the dataset vs. the capacity of the
learning model (the k-NN), as well as to the fact that the features have quite different ranges.
In general, this can affect the prediction efficacy of a k-NN classifier. Explain why, in general,
this would be the case (you can use the specific training data as an example to reason about).

14. 5 points Rescale features. In order to overcome the problem of unbalanced feature ranges,
the feature values need to be normalized to similar or the same ranges. Different approaches are
possible in this respect. For instance, you can rescale all the features to values in the range [0, 1]
based on the minimum and maximum values of each feature, or rescale each feature accounting
for the statistical properties of the data, using the ratio f−µ

σ where µ and σ are the average and
the standard deviation of the feature f .
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You are free to select the approach you think is more suitable. In any case, you must use the
methods from the preprocessing module of sklearn.

15. 6 points Re-fit, re-evaluate. Now that you have normalized the features, you can re-fit the
different k-NN models to the data and use Cross-Validation to estimate the generalization error
of each candidate model.

16. 4 points Plot errors. Plot the results of the Cross-Validation analysis (possibly using boxplots,
using a different boxplot for summarizing the data of each different model).

17. 7 points Model selection. Based on the observed results, make the selection of a model.
Explain how you have chosen the different k-NN models to compare and how the final model
selection was performed (i.e., explain the rationale behind your choices).

18. 5 points Show decision boundaries. Take two features at your choice and plot the decision
boundaries of the selected classifier together with the data points.

19. 18 points Wrap-up the classifier. The efficacy of your actions and choices are going to be
scored on a test set, based on the prediction accuracy that your model will be able to achieve:
the better your performance the higher your score (and your points!). At this aim, you have to
create the function trained_classifier(test_file that summarizes all the actions and decision
above. In practice, this function is the one that you would deliver to the your stakeholder for
letting him/her checking the performance of your trained model on unseen test data. The details
about the function are given below. Every time to submit the function on Autolab, you’ll get
back the performance of your classifier on the test set. You can make a maximum of 5
submission attempts.

What you have to submit on Autolab:

1. The complete notebook addressing the above points.

2. The file classifier.py with the code of the python function trained_classifier(test_file)

that returns the accuracy of your selected model (i.e., (k, weights)) on the testing dataset.
The function performs the following actions:

(a) read the file classification_training_hw1.csv;

(b) read the input file test_file, which has the same csv structure of the training file, but
doesn’t feature non-numeric entries;

(c) read the data from the files, excluding in both cases the redundant feature column;

(d) clean and normalize the training data;

(e) fit the selected k-NN model to the training data;

(f) print out the error on the training set;

(g) execute the predict() method on the testing feature data;

(h) print out the error on the test set;

(i) return the value of the accuracy on the test data.
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The skeleton of an example trained_classifier() function is the following:

def trained_classifier(test_file)

# read file classification_training_hw1.csv , exclude the

redundant feature column

# read file test_file , exclude the redundant feature column

# clean and normalize training data

# fit the k-NN model to the selected values of (k, weights)

classifier = KNeighborsClassifier(n_neighbors=selected_neighbors ,

weights=selected_weights)

classifier.fit(features , labels)

# print out error on training set

# compute and print out empirical error on testing

prediction = classifier.predict(features_test)

accuracy = np.mean(prediction == labels_test)

return accuracy
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